
I object to Gasfields 

- The use of chemicals that are used in the fracking process 

- The affect that these chemicals have on the artesian water reserves  

- There is no need for gas we are a country abundant in sunshine instead of investments in 

gas all countries should be investing in renewables 

- The gas that is produced in mainly for offshore sales while the impacts on our environment 

are massive, it is only greedy corporations that prosper while our landscapes, water tables 

and eco suffer in the long term 

- Gloucester was able to stop AGL from going ahead with this the negative impact of gas has 

been reported worldwide in Oklahoma where fracking is used there are minor earth quakes 

on a regular basis.  

- The impacts from the chemicals used on the water table are horrendous and these are 

documented this is fact not fiction it’s just those in authority choose to ignore the safety 

impacts for their own prosperity and do not care about any of the impacts on those that 

have live near these gas fields, if those that like them so much want them they should have 

to buy the properties and live near these fields, instead they live 1000’s of miles from where 

these fields are see no direct impact that these poor choices in fossil fools make.  

- There are other ways for countries to access methane, through using rubbish dumps and 

using the rubbish to produce methane, amazingly even America in California does this 

- Oslo uses methane from its sewerage to produce methane that runs their buses for free and 

gives back to the citizens, instead in Australia we see the government reap royalties that 

never seem to actually prosper their citizens but only flow to their billionaire mates and ex 

politicians that have been selectively choose to sit on boards of fossil fool companies e.g. 

Martin Fergusson, Mark Vaile – Whitehaven Coal to name a few that have prospered from 

being part of companies that governments seem to allow their companies licences without 

question.  

- There is just no need for gas, it’s detrimental, the renewable industry has been proven to 

produce more jobs and be more sustainable in creating employment. When is the stupidity 

going to stop on government continually granting these out of date type of fuels to be used. 

Coal and Gas have massively contributed to the alteration of our climate, doesn’t it concern 

anyone that there is algae growing in Antarctica that has literally not grown for millions of 

years, how much more proof do climate denialists need for any meaningful change to 

happen.  

- When are we going to get a to a world where ignorance wanes and we don’t have to write 

and beg for reasonableness on those that control our lives and world to know better and 

make better choices for the planet as a whole instead of short term monetary gains for 

those of the privileged mate class. I find it astounding that Australia can accuse China of 

stealing state secrets and then be selling gas to them it’s acceptable to be destroying our 

water tables and land for greed to a country that you don’t even really like and lie and say 

about all the jobs that will be created when many of those jobs are really just short term or 

never eventuate. The cost to the farm land and agriculture who cares, until you need to eat 

right.  

- Surely someone one day is going to see the impacts on our water and the detriment. You 

cannot keep taking from the water table and impacting the rivers like this and think there is 

no detriment. Try being in a drought and not knowing how you are going to water your 

animals and if think self isolating with covid is bad you have no idea of reality that’s nothing 

ask farmers what it’s like to have shoot their animals from lack of feed and water and you 



want to allow gas fields that steal prime land and take precious water to be so full of 

chemicals and pumped back into the earth for gas. It just seems plain stupid and very far 

removed from reality. It’s nothing more than greed and short sighted planning.  


